Case Study
Client: Rushes

Challenge

Industry: Post Production
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Rushes prides itself on its state-of-the-art equipment and HD capable
edit suites, and works with the highest technical applications. As part
of its leading edge proposition, Rushes identified a need to implement
a network solution which would deliver higher performance and had
less risk of downtime.

Solution
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101 has installed a network of 10Gbit low latency Brocade VDX 6720
ethernet switches as part of a virtual chassis solution. The team
installed 30 units around the network which would be managed via one
switch through a central point. The installation of the Brocade units in
this way removed the necessity for the Rushes team to manage each
one separately.

“We were so impressed
with our experience of
working with 101 Data
Solutions that we will be
ordering additional
equipment from them at a
later stage. We highly value
the consultative approach
and advice on how to get
the most out of our
technology”

Senior Systems
Administrator
Rushes

Results
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Improved network utilisation



Maximised application availability



Increased scalability and simplified network architecture.

Brocade
Founded in 1995, Brocade is an industry leader in providing reliable, highperformance network solutions that help the world’s leading organizations
transition smoothly to a virtualized world where applications and information
reside anywhere.
Today, Brocade is extending its proven data center expertise across the entire
network with future-proofed solutions built for consolidation, network
convergence, virtualization, and cloud computing.

Manage Data Better with 101 Data Solutions
101 Data Solutions can help you with managing data better. We look at
the root cause of your data issues and apply our knowledge and products
to help you with business efficiency.
Our UK wide network of fully accredited and experienced Data Storage
experts work hard to offer the right solution for your business. With a full
range of installation, project management and support services across all
of our products, we offer industry leading solutions suitable to your
technology and business needs.

